
Gain Deep Visibility and Control, and Secure your VDI 
Environment Anywhere with Micro-Segmentation

Protect your Core Assets 
and PHI Anywhere 

Enhance security for your IT infrastructure:

View, control and enforce how VDI hosts communicate 
with internal resources like domain controllers, DNS, 
DHCP, and Internet proxies

Eliminate lateral movement across a heterogeneous 
environment that includes VDI

View, control and enforce how VDI Users connect to 
applications across the hybrid cloud  

Demonstrate and achieve hard to implement compliance 
mandates 

Enjoy quick time to value for visibility, protection and 
incident response 

100 percent of web applications that are 
connected to critical health information are 
vulnerable to cyber-attacks, with none 
found to be secure. Network penetration 
results also showed that hackers could easily 
access domain level admin privileges of the 
majority of healthcare applications.

Source: www.fortifiedhealthsecurity.com/wp-content/

uploads/2017/12/Fortified-Healthcare-Cybersecurity-Horizon-

Report-2018.pdf

Source: herjavecgroup.com/the-2019-official-annual-

cybercrime-report/

It is estimated that the loss of data and related 
failures will cost healthcare companies nearly 
$6 trillion in damages annually by 2021, 
compared to $3 trillion in 2017. This is the most 
significant transfer of wealth in human history. 

Guardicore and Citrix, better together!

Eliminate lateral movement across a heterogeneous 
environment that includes VDI

Benefit from Advanced User Identity Access Management 
across a hybrid cloud and on-premises data center

Reduce VDI risk, minimize attack blast radius and gain deep 
visibility to reduce response time 

At the Guardicore HIMSS'20 
pod, visitors can:

Learn how to effectively create and enforce policies that isolate 

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops securely

Understand how a zero trust approach can be used to prevent 

unauthorized access and lateral movement

See the ways that Guardicore Centra's micro-segmentation 

capabilities integrate with critical Citrix technologies, enabling 

customers to maximize their existing investments while 

transforming security in the cloud and hybrid data center

Find more information at

Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion microsite

Find our Citrix-compatible product(s) on the 

Citrix Ready Marketplace

Citrix Ready 
Partner Pavilion

HIMSS’20

https://citrixready.citrix.com/partner/programs/himss.html
https://www.herjavecgroup.com/the-2019-official-annual-cybercrime-report/
https://www.herjavecgroup.com/the-2019-official-annual-cybercrime-report/
https://citrixready.citrix.com/



